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D. DISCUSSION 

 This chapter presents the data analysis of the conversation analysis. The data analysis 

will be divided into two parts: (1) the phenomena of code-mixing in WhatsApp chatting 

platform and (2) discussion on the overall findings from the data. Each of the parts will be 

further discuss below. 

A. The Phenomena of Code-Mixing in WhatsApp Chatting Platform 

 In this part, the writer will show evidences of the occurrences of code-mixing in 

WhatsApp chatting platforms. Samples of the code-mixing occurrences are shown below. For 

the purpose of clarity, the English words/phrases in the samples will be presented in italics, 

while the Javanese (or other code when available) words/phrases will be underlined. The 

English translation of the samples is provided below the occurrence of code mixing, in 

between quotation marks. 

(1) Msok aku gak most heroic attack jal 

      “It is unbelievable that I did not get the most heroic attack” 

        (Participant 1; Javanese grammar with the insertion of English 

phrase) 

(2) Lha biasane kan slalu aku. Sing th 8 1 star tok, th 7 full stars, th 6 2 stars 

 “I usually always got the most heroic attack. But this time my account with 

townhall 8 only got 1 star, the one with townhall 7 got full stars, and the one 

with townhall 6 got two stars” 

   (Participant 1; Random insertion of English vocabularies) 

(3) wooaahh.. Fighting!! Ganbatte! Semangat 

       “wooaahh.. Fighting!! Fighting! Keep on spirit” 

       (Participant 3; English, Japanese, and Indonesian words) 
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 From the examples above we can see that the phenomenon of code-mixing occurred 

in WhatsApp chatting platform amongst ELE students. This study found that the code-mixing 

is not only from Indonesian and English languages, but also a mix of Javanese and even 

Japanese code. However, this study focused only in Indonesian-English code-mixing. 

B. The Overall Findings from WhatsApp Chatting Platform 

 In this part, the writer shows the coding of the code-mixing that occurred in the 

WhatsApp chats between the writer and the participants of this study. The topics of the 

conversations are regarding games and daily conversations. It should be noted that the 

transcript only covered the parts that contain a code-mixing occurrence for the sake of 

efficiency. The participants were not notified that the conversation would be used as data of 

the study in order to get natural responses and valid results. However, they were informed 

after the data collection was conducted and they had agreed with the usage of this 

conversation as the data for the writer’s study, under a condition of not showing their full 

name and WhatsApp contacts. The transcript is presented in the Appendix section.   

 From the transcript analysis, the writer found that code-mixing really occurred among 

bilingual students. The writer categorized the types of code-mixing into three types that are 

proposed by Muysken (2000): Insertion, Alternation, and Congruent Lexicalization.  

 In order to answer the question; which type of code-mixing suggested by Muysken 

(2000) that is commonly used among the bilingual students in ELE of FLL, Satya Wacana 

Christian University, Salatiga, Indonesia, the writer has conducted a transcript analysis on the 

data. The result of the transcript analysis is presented in Table 3 below:  
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Table 3. The Percentage of Code-Mixing Occurences 

Types of Code-mixing Total Occurrences Percentage 

Insertion 57 73% 

Alternation 10 13% 

Congruent Lexicalization 21 14% 

TOTAL 88 100% 

 

 From Table 3 we could see that Insertion is the most commonly used type of code-

mixing proposed by Muysken (2000) (73%), followed by Congruent Lexicalization (14%), 

and Alternation (13%) in the total 70 WhatsApp messages. 

Grammatical Analysis of an Insertion 

  Insertion is the most frequently occured type of code-mixing amongst ELE 

students in WhatsApp chatting Platform. Below are the example of Insertion occurred in 

WhatsApp chats; 

        War ini ky e (sepertinya) positif menang sih. Hehe. 

          "We are likely to win this war." 

        (Participant 2) 

 From the example of insertion above, we can see the use of Indonesian grammar with 

the insertion of English vocabulary “war”. In this sample, there is a single constituent of 

English inserted in the sentence with Indonesian structure and words. 

 The reason why insertion is the most commonly used type of code-mixing is perhaps 

related to the reasons of code-mixing by Hoffman (1991, p. 116), which argued that 

repetition is usually used for clarification or talking about a particular topic. The example of 

each of those reasons is as follow: 

 Repetition, when it is used for clarification, according to Hoffman (1991) is the 

situation when a bilingual person wants to clarify his speech so that the listener will have 

better understanding, and thus he can sometimes used both of the languages (codes) that he 
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masters. Frequently a message in one code is repeated in the other code. Repetition is not 

only served to clarify, but also to amplify or emphasize a message. An example of this case is 

as shown below. 

   wooaahh.. Fighting!! Ganbatte! Semangat 

        “wooaahh.. Fighting!! Fighting! Keep on spirit” 

           (Participant 3; repetition used for clarification)  

 In the example above, the participant repeated the meaning “fighting” in three 

different codes. The repetition of meaning in the example serves to emphasize the message 

for the interlocutor to keep the spirit. 

 Talking about particular topic according to Hoffman 1991 is a situation when a 

speaker is free and more comfortable to express his/her emotional feelings in a language that 

is not his/her everyday language. The example of this case is as shown below.  

   Msok aku gak most heroic attack jal 

       “It is unbelievable that I did not get the most heroic attack” 

          (Participant 1; talking about particular topic) 

 In the example above, the the speaker inserted the phrase most heroic attack while 

talking about a particular topic, which is Clash of Clans (CoC) game. In the game, the phrase 

most heroic attack is actually used to show the best attack among the clan members in the 

clan war. Thus, the participant feels free and more comfortable in using that phrase instead of 

the phrase that is in her everyday language because it is the common terms used in the game.  

Grammatical Analysis of a Congruent Lexicalization 

 Congruent lexicalization is the second most frequently used type of code-mixing 

among ELE students in WhatsApp chatting platform. Below are example of congruent 

lexicalization occurred in WhatsApp chats; 

Yuhuuu…mangats broo :D ngopi” sek nek ngantuk..ben on fire terus..hoho” 
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"Yoohoo, keep the spirit, Brother, drink some coffee if you feel sleepy to keep 

your spirit." 

         (Participant 4) 

 From the example of congruent lexicalization above, we can see the grammatical 

structure is shared between Indonesian and English languages.  

 The reason why congruent lexicalization is less used than insertion may be due to the 

difficulty of sharing the grammatical structure of two languages that tends to be more 

complicated than simply inserting   lexical items another language as in insertion. 

Grammatical Analysis of an Alternation 

 Alternation is the least used type of code-mixing among ELE students in WhatsApp 

chatting platform. Below is the example of alternation occurred in WhatsApp chats: 

 "Dan ga most heroic” 

 "And not the most heroic" 

   (Participant 1) 

 From the example above we can see the phrase “dan gak” is in Indonesian language, 

while “most heroic” is a phrase in English. However, in the combination of those two 

constituents of Indonesia and English, which code is more dominant is unspecified.  

The reason why alternation is the least commonly used type of code-mixing is due to 

the nature of chat in WhatsApp which commonly used a phrase or even one vocabulary in the 

messages than sentences. Due to that nature, an alternation which is a mix of two code 

constituents is rarely occurred.  

 (3.1) “For the first and the last, no more” 

                  “Aim ga kuat ya allah (Allah)” 

          “Aim not strong oh God” 

          “Aim is not strong enough o’ God” 
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     (Participant 6; nature of chats in WhatsApp) 

From the example above we can see that those two phrases were a single sentence that 

is a combination of two different phrases “For the first and the last time, no more," and "I am 

not strong enough o’ God”. The word “Áim” is adapted from a television shows about a 

young boy named “Baim” who always says “Aim” instead of “Baim” to replace the pronoun 

“I”. However, due to the nature of the chat in WhatsApp, those two phrases were sent 

separately, when they are combined, a different structure was created, as follows; “For the 

first and the last time, no more, Aim ga kuat ya allah”.  

There was a study by Santika (2016) that generated a different result than this study. 

In Santika’s study, she found that Alternation is the most commonly used types of code-

mixing (58.97%), followed by insertion (33.33%), and congruent-lexicalization (7.69%). 

 There are some possible factors of why the result of Santika is different from the one 

in this study. The first factor may rely on the difference of population of the participants and 

the second factor could be due to the different context/topics in the chat.  

In her study, Santika (2016) used unspecified participants that were “the Indonesian 

writer’s friends who used Blackberry messenger application” (p. 3). While on the other hand, 

in this study the writer specified the participants into the bilingual speakers of English 

Language Education program. That difference in the qualification of “bilingual speakers” for 

the participants is assumed to make a difference in the results. As the mastery of languages in 

the participants could differ, so would their style in mixing codes. 

As for the topic of conversation, again in Santika (2016), the study did not specify the 

topics of the chat, as she stated that “the status and broadcast were choosen randomly from 

“contact list” (p. 3). It is hence assumed that in Santika’s study, the topics are random and 

general. On the other hand, in this study, the topics of the conversation were specified into 

daily conversations and games. As Hoffman (1991) proposed that talking about a particular 
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topic could be the cause of code-mixing, this study believed that the difference in the topics 

of of the discussion may also affect the occurrences of code-mixing. Thus, it caused different 

results. 

 


